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Report #

*202405990*

Illinois State University PD

05/03/2024Report Date: 18:55 05/03/2024Start Date: 10:18
05/03/2024End Date: 19:30

ON 5/3/24 SEVEN INDIVIDUALS REFUSED TO LEAVE A STATE UNIVERSITY BUILDING DURING CLOSING 
HOURS AFTER BEING WARNED SEVERAL TIMES BY UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS AND POLICE.

Summary:

Incident Location

201 S SCHOOL STR 

Intersection: Distance:

Beat: 1 - Sub Beat: 1016 - 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, IL   61761

# 1 - 1350 CRIMINAL TRESPASS TO STATE SUPPORTED LAND -  - Original Report

LAZAROV, STEVEN -   - Arrestee - Original Report

RICHARDSON, JOMAREUN -   - Arrestee - Original Report

MARCIKIC, AIDAN -   - Arrestee - Original Report

DION, KEVIN -   - Arrestee - Original Report

KIMBALL, DANIEL -   - Arrestee - Original Report

MANGELS, REBEKAH -   - Arrestee - Original Report

REED, DONALD -   - Witness - Original Report

BENSON, LINDA -   - Witness - Original Report

LEGETT, WILLIAM -   - Witness - Original Report

101181138

101181142

101181143

101180620

101181141

101181140

100037145

100398314

100134329

*101181138*

*101181142*

*101181143*

*101180620*

*101181141*

*101181140*

*100037145*

*100398314*

*100134329*

202405990

Address

Incident People

Incident Offenses

03 - Cleared by adult arrestStatus:

Report Type: Illinois State University Related

202405990
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BOEDEFELD, JO -   - Arrestee - Original Report

MORGAN, ROBERT -   - Witness - Supp. #12

101160205

101181912

*101160205*

*101181912*

110782208

110782211

110782213

110782215

110782214

110782216

110782365

110782400

110782983

110782984

110783034

110783053

*110782208*

*110782211*

*110782213*

*110782215*

*110782214*

*110782216*

*110782365*

*110782400*

*110782983*

*110782984*

*110783034*

*110783053*

Incident Vehicles

Incident Property

Supp. #2 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC N. HINES 05/03/2024 1901 HRS; 
Ser#:UFJ00577_20240504000108E0; Val:$1.00;

Supp. #3 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 192 5/3/2024 7:00:48 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #4 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 190 5/3/2024 7:00:50 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #5 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 191 5/3/2024 7:00:50 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #6 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 199 05/03/2024 7:00:49 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #7 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 168 5/3/2024 7:00:51 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #9 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 192 5/5/2024 5:18:21 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #10 - VIDEO TAPE;VIDEO OF SUSPECTS BEFORE SIT IN; 
Misc#:202405990_SUSPECTS_.MOV;

Supp. #12 - AUDIO/VISUAL EQ;DEMONSTRATION SAFETY TEAM VIDEO; 
Misc#:202405990_DST_OTHER;

Supp. #12 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 128 05/03/24 6:58:11 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #13 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 163 5/3/2024 7:01:28 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Supp. #14 - VIDEO TAPE;BWC 201 05/03/2024 7:00:48 PM; Misc#:202405990;

Incident Businesses

SOCIETY Original Report *240177838*
240177838
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Reporting CHIEF AARON WOODRUFF - ISU - 128 - Original Report

Approving CHIEF AARON WOODRUFF - ISU - 128 - Original Report

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER NICHOLAS HINES - NPD - 20257 - Supp. #2

Approving SERGEANT ROBERT CHERRY - NPD - 7127 - Supp. #2

Approving SERGEANT JEFFREY LYNN - ISU - 168 - Supp. #3

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER WILLIAM JOHNSON - ISU - 192 - Supp. #3

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER TYLER CREAMEAN - ISU - 190 - Supp. #4

Approving CORPORAL GRANT AVERY - ISU - 151 - Supp. #4

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER JOSHUA LAW - ISU - 191 - Supp. #5

Approving CORPORAL GRANT AVERY - ISU - 151 - Supp. #5

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER JODI MAHASI - ISU - 199 - Supp. #6

Approving CORPORAL GRANT AVERY - ISU - 151 - Supp. #6

Supplemental Reporting SERGEANT JEFFREY LYNN - ISU - 168 - Supp. #7

Approving CORPORAL LOREN LAMAR - ISU - 180 - Supp. #7

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER KAYLA ROYSE - ISU - 201 - Supp. #8

Approving CORPORAL GRANT AVERY - ISU - 151 - Supp. #8

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER WILLIAM JOHNSON - ISU - 192 - Supp. #9

Assisting OFFICER JOSHUA LAW - ISU - 191 - Supp. #9

Approving SERGEANT JEFFREY LYNN - ISU - 168 - Supp. #9

Supplemental Reporting  - Supp. #10

Approving DEPUTY CHIEF NICHOL BLEICHNER - ISU - 141 - Supp. #10

Supplemental Reporting DETECTIVE MATTHEW BLECHA - ISU - 156 - Supp. #11

Approving SERGEANT TAMMY PEASLEY - ISU - 139 - Supp. #11

Supplemental Reporting CHIEF AARON WOODRUFF - ISU - 128 - Supp. #12

Approving CHIEF AARON WOODRUFF - ISU - 128 - Supp. #12

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER DAVID ERICKSON - ISU - 163 - Supp. #13

Approving SERGEANT TAMMY PEASLEY - ISU - 139 - Supp. #13

Approving SERGEANT JEFFREY LYNN - ISU - 168 - Supp. #14

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER KAYLA ROYSE - ISU - 201 - Supp. #14

Incident Officers
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The following is a summary of an incident which occurred on 5/3/24 resulting in the arrest of seven individuals on the Illinois State 
University campus, a state supported property.  During portions of this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC). For 
clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear 
on my BWC or in other recordings. The words I have chosen for this report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have 
not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have requested my BWC footage and other relevant video to be attached to this 
report.

On 5/3/24, at approximately, 10:18 AM, I was notified that a group of six protestors had entered the 4th floor of the university’s 
administration building, Hovey Hall, and were asking to speak to the University President.  The protestors were holding pro-Palestinian signs 
and appeared to be some of individuals who had been protesting on the ISU Quad since 4/30/24.  The President spoke with the individuals for
several minutes and eventually agreed to meet with them in a conference room nearby.  I was also informed   

 the same group members on the ISU Quad openly discuss their intent to get arrested prior to their entry into Hovey Hall 
(see  supplemental report).

At approximately 11:07 AM, the group exited the conference room and sat on the floor of the hallway with their protest signs, backpacks, and
other items.  Throughout the day the group remained in the hallway but did not block ingress or egress and were otherwise non-disruptive.  
Additional protestors came and went throughout the day and other supporters were observed delivering food and beverages to the protestors.
  
During the day, staff working in the area, reported overhearing members of the group openly discuss the desire to be arrested and forcibly 
removed from the building.  At approximately 2:00 PM, a local media outlet posted an online story after interviewing the group in the 
hallway.  The following excerpt was taken from the article:

“Aidan Marcikic, a junior psychology major, said the group wanted to make their voices heard firsthand by administration.  “Essentially, the 
core group of people here today believe that it was time to escalate our protest beyond the camp that we had set up,” Marcikic said. “And the 
way to do that was talking to the president directly, and making sure that our voice is heard and our concerns with the genocide are heard.”  
Marcikic said that SJP wants to make sure that Tarhule is reminded and consistently informed about the group’s position, even if it means 
days.  “If we stay overnight, we will stay overnight. That's part of the plan. If they make us leave, then that's what's going to have to happen,” 
Marcikic said. “So either way, we're staying here until we are forcibly removed or our demands are met.””

At approximately 4:09 PM, some protestors began collecting the backpacks and belongings of the seven primary individuals who were 
remaining in the hallway.  It appeared like the group was transferring their personal belongings to others in preparation for arrest.
 
Based on the open conversations by the group about their desire to be arrested, and their comments made to the media, I requested members 
of the Demonstration Safety Team (DST) to be activated to help attempt to mediate a peaceful outcome.  The DST is comprised of university 
administrators who volunteer to help ensure demonstrations on campus occur in a safe manner and follow University policies and procedures.

At approximately 5:30 PM, ISU administrators/DST Members Donald Reed, Bill Legett ,and Jill Benson approached the group later 
identified as Steven Lazarov, Jomareun Richardson, Aiden Marcikic, Kevin Dion, Jo Boedefeld, Daniel Kimball, and Rebekah Mangels in 
the 4th floor hallway.  Another individual with a camera was present at that time ( ).  A news media reporter was 
also present.

Reed and Legett informed the group the building would be officially closing at 6:00 PM and they would not be allowed to remain inside.  
They advised the group of University Policy 6.1.1 on Facility and Space Use and attempted to provide everyone present with copies of the 
policy.  Reed and Legett cited sections (C)6 which states, “Occupy without authorization a building when it is normally closed or when 
individuals are not otherwise authorized to be there” and section (C)9  “Continue to engage in behaviors prohibited in this section after a 
University official or University Police has declared that the conduct violates University policies or an applicable law and has instructed the 
participants to modify or terminate their behavior.”

Reed and Legett further advised that if they failed to leave the building at 6:00 PM, they would be issued  
 trespassed, and subject to arrest.  Benson publicly audio/video recorded the interaction with the group to document the 

notification process.  The DST members left the area and the protestors remained in the hallway.

At approximately 5:50 PM, Reed, Legett, and Benson returned a second time to remind the group of the potential policy violations if they 
chose to remain in the building with Benson recording the notification with audio/video. The media reporter and  left the building at 
this time.  The protestors remained in the hallway after the DST members left the area.
    

Incident Narrative 1 05/03/2024 18:57

Reporting CHIEF AARON WOODRUFF - ISU, ID # 128
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At approximately 6:00 PM, Reed, Legett, and Benson returned a third time to warn the protestors the building was closed and if they did not 
leave, they would be  arrested.  Legett attempted to provide the group with  

 but the group members refused to accept it.  This final notification was also audio/video recorded by Benson.

At approximately 6:05 PM, ISU Dean of Students Andy Morgan, approached the group on the 4th floor, with Benson recording.  Dean 
Morgan began issuing each person a  trespass notice for University property.  Lazarov, 
Richardson, Marcikic, Dion, Boedefeld, Kimball, and Mangels, each received a copy of the  trespass notice.  Dean Morgan advised 
the group they should leave the building to avoid arrest.  However, the protestors remained in the hallway.
 
At approximately 7:00 PM, I entered the 4th floor of Hovey Hall and approached the group.  I identified myself and reminded them they had 
been warned several times that the building closed at 6:00 PM and they needed to leave.  I asked them if there was anything I could say or do 
to gain their cooperation to have them exit the building.  Mangels asked for the University to “divest” (referencing their demand for the 
University’s divestment in any direct or indirect funding that supports Israel).  I advised them that was out of my control.  I again asked if 
there was anything I could say or do to have them exit the building to avoid arrest.  The group responded by shaking their heads no.  I 
signaled for officers to enter the hallway and make the necessary arrests (see the supplemental reports).

All seven individuals were safely escorted to two Bloomington Police transport vans and taken to McLean County Jail to be charged with 
Criminal Trespass to State Supported Property.    
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This supplemental report was generated to upload my BWC footage.

This concludes my involvement in the case.

Incident Narrative 2 05/03/2024 19:44

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER NICHOLAS HINES - NPD, ID # 20257
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This supplemental report was generated to document my assistance in the arrests at ISU's Hovey Hall. See Chief Woodruff's' original report 
for more information.

During this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC). For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC. The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report.

On Friday, 5/3/2024, at approximately 1900 hours, I arrived at ISU's Hovey Hall to assist with a detail of individuals trespassing on ISU 
property. I stood by in the south stairwell waiting for Chief Woodruff to give the command to enter the fourth floor of Hovey Hall. 

At approximately 1901 hours, Chief Woodruff gave the command to enter for the arrests. I walked in and placed Kevin A. DION (UID 
) into properly fitted, double locked handcuffs. I then completed a custody search of his person yielding no contraband. I escorted 

Dion out to Bloomington PD vans outside to be transported to McLean County Jail.

This ends my involvement with this report.

Incident Narrative 3 05/03/2024 20:50

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER WILLIAM JOHNSON - ISU, ID # 192
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On 05/03/2024, at approximately 1851 hours, multiple Illinois State University (ISU) Police Department, Normal Police Department, and 
Bloomington Police Department officers responded to ISU's Hovey Hall for a group of individuals who were inside the building after hours 
and after being notified, multiple times, by ISUPD personnel (including ISUPD Chief Woodruff) as well as other ISU staff members that they
needed to leave. It should be noted, the building closed at 1800 hours. The individuals were inside the building and refusing to leave as part 
of an ongoing protest at ISU's campus due to an unrelated incident.

During this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC). For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC. The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report.

Upon my arrival, we were informed by ISUPD command staff to arrest the group of individuals as they had already been given ample 
opportunities to vacate the building and were continuing to refuse to do so. After this, at approximately 1901 hours, I placed ISU student 
Jomareun J. RICHARDSON (UID# ), who was one of the individuals belonging to the group, into handcuffs (checked for fit, 
double locked). I also completed a custodial search of Richardson, yielding no contraband.

After this, I escorted Richardson outside of the building where he was transferred over to the custody of Bloomington Police Department 
officers who later transported Richardson to the McLean County Jail.

Richardson was later booked into the McLean County Jail by ISUPD Officers Arjona and Rivera.

See ISUPD Chief Woodruff's initial report as well as all other supplemental reports for other officer's involvement and more information.

This concludes my involvement in this incident.

Incident Narrative 4 05/03/2024 20:52

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER TYLER CREAMEAN - ISU, ID # 190
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On 05/03/24, at approximately 1851 hours, I responded to ISU Hovey Hall for seven individuals refusing to leave the building after closing. 

During this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC). For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC. The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report.

Upon arrival, at approximately 1855 hours, I went to the fourth floor where the individuals were conducting their "sit-in" protests. Multiple 
officers including myself, staged in the south stairwell on the fourth floor and waited for the command to arrest. While we were staged, Chief 
Woodruff addressed the protestors and made a last attempt to get them to leave voluntarily, which was ultimately unsuccessful. At 
approximately 1901 hours, Chief gave the command to arrest and I put ISU student, Daniel KIMBALL (UID: ) into custody. I 
conducted a custodial search of Kimball, yielding no contraband. I then escorted Kimball downstairs to the lobby and then out to a 
Bloomington Police Department custodial transport vehicle. 

This concludes my involvement in this report.

Incident Narrative 5 05/03/2024 21:16

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER JOSHUA LAW - ISU, ID # 191
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On 05/03/2024, at approximately 1900 hours, I assisted on an arrest detail at ISU's Hovey Hall.  At approximately 1901 hours, I placed Joyful
E. BOEDEFELD (UID- ) in properly fit, double-locked handcuffs and conducted a custodial search, yielding no contraband.

During this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC).  For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident.  The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC.  The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties.  I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report.  I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report. 

Detective Blecha had placed Rebekah MANGELS (UID- ) in properly fit, double-locked handcuffs. I conducted the search on 
Mangels at approximately 1902 hours, as Detective Blecha is a male officer.  This search yielded no contraband.  After this, I escorted 
Mangels down to the east entrance of Hovey Hall, where she was released to the custody of the Bloomington Police Department to be 
transported to the McLean County Jail.

At approximately 1940 hours, I went back to Hovey Hall to conduct a final walkthrough of the building and make sure the building was 
secure.  

This concludes my involvement in this case.

Incident Narrative 6 05/03/2024 21:20

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER JODI MAHASI - ISU, ID # 199
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On Friday, 05/03/2024, at approximately 1900 hours, I was in Hovey Hall as part of an arrest detail for individuals refusing to leaving the 
building.  (See Chief Woodruff's original report for further details).

During this incident, I was equipped with a Body-Worn Camera (BWC). For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC. The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report.

At approximately 1901 hours, I entered the fourth floor and immediately approached a male later identified as Aidan Marcikic (UID 
).  I placed him into handcuffs, checking them for proper fit and double locking them.  I then escorted Marcikic out of the building

and released him into the custody of assisting Bloomington Police Officers, who then conducted the transport to McLean County Jail.

This ends my involvement in this case.

Incident Narrative 7 05/03/2024 21:22

Supplemental Reporting SERGEANT JEFFREY LYNN - ISU, ID # 168
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On 05/03/2024, at approximately 1851 hours, multiple local departments (ISU, Normal, and Bloomington) were dispatched to Hovey Hall for
a group of individuals who were inside the building after closing hours. Hovey Hall closes at 1800 hours. The individuals were inside of 
Hovey Hall due to a protest that was unrelated to ISU.

During this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC). For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC. The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report.

Upon my arrival, we were informed by ISUPD command staff to arrest the group of individuals as they had already been notified multiple 
times, by both ISUPD personnel and ISU staff to leave the premises. At approximately 1901 hours, I placed Steven F. LAZAROV (non-
affiliated), one of the individuals involved in the group, into handcuffs which I checked for proper fit and double locked. I conducted a 
custodial search of Lazarov which yielded no contraband.

After this, I escorted Lazarov outside of the building where he was transferred over to the custody of Bloomington Police Department officers
who later transported Lazarov to the McLean County Jail.

Lazarov was later booked into the McLean County Jail by ISUPD Officers Arjona and Rivera.

See ISUPD Chief Woodruff's initial report for further details, as well as other officer's supplements for their involvement.

This concludes my involvement in this incident.

Incident Narrative 8 05/03/2024 21:45

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER KAYLA ROYSE - ISU, ID # 201
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This supplemental report was generated to document the issuance of Daniel L. KIMBALL's (UID )
 See Chief Woodruff's original report for more 

information.

During this incident I was equipped with a Body Worn Camera (BWC). For clarity and brevity, I have paraphrased and summarized the 
following incident. The items discussed may or may not be written in the order they appear on my BWC. The words I have chosen for this 
report may not be the exact words used by the involved parties. I have not reviewed my BWC video prior to writing this report. I have 
requested my BWC footage to be attached to this report.

At approximately 1718 hours, Officer Law and I spoke with Kimball at  in Normal. I explained to Kimball I had a letter 
. I read the letter to him and asked if he had any questions. He asked if someone else could gather his 

belongings. I stated no, it would have to be him and would need to contact ISUPD before due to his no trespass. Kimball stated he would 
contact ISUPD at a later time.

I returned to ISUPD, scanned, uploaded, and attached the Housing letter to this report.

This ends my involvement with this report at this time.

Incident Narrative 9 05/05/2024 17:45

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER WILLIAM JOHNSON - ISU, ID # 192
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On 05/03/2024,    
While on the Quad,  

 
I overheard Jo Boedefeld DOB  (pink colored hair) and several of the others 

who were later arrested, telling the volunteers that the encampment was not drawing enough support for the cause. Boedefeld said the plan 
today (5/3/24) was to be arrested and draw media attention. 

At approximately 1007 hours, I relayed this information to Chief A. Woodruff. 

This concludes my involvement in this incident.

Incident Narrative 10 05/06/2024 12:23

Supplemental Reporting 
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On Friday, 05/03/24, at approximately 1100 hours, I was requested by Chief Woodruff to go to the fourth floor of Hovey Hall, to monitor the 
individuals who were protesting current world affairs and were in possession of pro-Palestinian signs (see Chief Woodruff's original report for
further details). 

Upon arrival, I went to an unoccupied office down the hallway from where the protestors were seated and was out of sight from them for the 
duration of my time in Hovey Hall. While listening to them talk amongst themselves, I heard on several occasions the group talk about ISU 
supporting "genocide" and how they couldn't understand how President Tarhule could be in support of this. The group spoke about staying 
past the buildings scheduled hours and not caring if they went to jail for "the cause". Due to being out of sight from the group, I was unable to
specifically identify which individuals made which specific statements. 

I was relieved by Detective Hice at approximately 1240 hours and returned to ISUPD. 

At approximately 1715 hours, I met with the ISU Demonstration Safety Team (DST) and accompanied them to Hovey Hall. Upon arrival, the
DST went to the fourth floor to make contact with the group, while I maintained a position at the east entrance doors. I observed the DST go 
from the first to the fourth floor on several occasions to speak with the group. 

At approximately 1900 hours, I went to the fourth floor to assist in the potential arrest of the group and hear Chief Woodruff make a final 
contact with the group. Chief Woodruff asked if there was anything which could be said or done to prevent them all from being arrested at 
this time and the group all shook their heads no, indicating they would prefer to be arrested then leave the building. 

At this time multiple officers responded and began placing the individuals in handcuffs. I assisted and instructed ISU Student Rebekah 
MANGELS (UID- # ) in properly fit, double-locked handcuffs. Ofc. Mahasi conducted a custodial search on Mangels, which 
yielded no contraband.  Ofc. Mahasi escorted Mangels down to the east entrance of Hovey Hall, where she was released to the custody of the 
Bloomington Police Department to be transported to the McLean County Jail.

This concludes my involvement in this case.

Incident Narrative 11 05/06/2024 14:58

Supplemental Reporting DETECTIVE MATTHEW BLECHA - ISU, ID # 156
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The purpose of this supplemental report is to document the addition of several evidence videos, which were submitted into the ISUPD Q 
Drive Evidence Folder.

Incident Narrative 12 05/14/2024 13:34

Supplemental Reporting CHIEF AARON WOODRUFF - ISU, ID # 128
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The purpose of this supplemental report was to attach my body worn camera footage of this incident.

Incident Narrative 13 05/15/2024 08:34

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER DAVID ERICKSON - ISU, ID # 163
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This supplemental report is being generated to document I added my Body Worn Camera (BWC) to the property section of this EJS report.

Incident Narrative 14 05/15/2024 16:08

Supplemental Reporting OFFICER KAYLA ROYSE - ISU, ID # 201




